The conference "Reconnecting to Work" was held on April 1-2, 2011 as the US suffered its worst job market since the Great Depression. Reconnecting to work indeed! With 9-10% unemployment and little sign of substantive job growth in the foreseeable future, American workers needed more help to find work than at any time since the 1930s. Even if job growth were miraculously to pick up, most workers would have trouble keeping their heads above water for years to come. For three to four decades the benefits of economic growth have gone almost entirely to a small sliver of wealthy Americans. The vast bulk of workers struggled with stagnant real wages and high consumer debt to remain in the middle class. Inequality rose to levels off the map for a major advanced country and exceeded levels in most third world countries. Contrary to what many Americans believe, social mobility in the US was below that for most other advanced countries. The first place where economists seek an answer to changes in economic outcomes is in the operation of markets. Viewing the US labor market as highly competitive and responsive to market forces, some economists explain the stagnation of real wages in terms of (unmeasured) technologically driven shifts in demand for labor that favor the highly skilled over the less skilled. But changes in skill premium explain only a small proportion of increased inequality. Most of the rise in inequality occurs within observationally equivalent groups--among persons with the same age, gender, race, education, math and literacy test scores and so on -rather than across skill groups. And it is difficult to understand why in a highly flexible job market firms cut employment rapidly in recession but failed to increase employment in the ensuing recovery. Economic analyses that fit the observed pattern of change go beyond the basic flexible market model to consider institutions unions, executive compensation, modes of corporate governance, and governmental policies.
In the spirit of the interdisciplinary Reconnecting to Work conference, I explored what other social sciences said about the loss of shared prosperity and jobs crisis. Sociology focuses on the behavior of the poor and the measurement/meaning of class but also offers network analysis that quantifies the connections among the elite. Political science documents the importance of lobbying in determining the rules that govern how markets operate and of the revolving door between public service and lobbying activities. Social psychology shows how readily authority figures and settings can influence people to behave with little regard to others even without monetary incentives.
But neither economics nor the other social sciences gave me the overarching vision or narrative about who or what was undoing the US middle class.
With the time for my presentation at the conference growing short, I widened my search. As a youth I read widely in literature, from the Greek Tragedies to Alice in Wonderland to Charles Bukowski. Did the world of literature offer an analogy or other clue to the story? Eureka, yes! There was one narrative that seemed to provide insight into the economics of lost prosperity and jobs. And it was by the world's most famous and accomplished writer and poet of children's verse -Dr. Seuss, master of the trisyllabic meter. 
The Grinches of Wall Street
The Grinch is an illustrated book. Rereading your copy, you will surely notice, as I did, the uncanny resemblance of the illustrations of the snarly heartless cave-dwelling Grinch to the bankers, mortgage brokers, and Wall Street-dwelling financiers who sold "liars loans" to Americans seeking home ownership; sliced and diced mortgages to hide the risks to investors seeking safe assets; created credit default swaps and exotic derivatives that paid if businesses collapsed or people absconded on debts; and sold clients financial products that they believed would fail. Those dark brows, sour Grinchy grin, and piercing eyes. If the Grinch were a bit pudgier or Bernard Madoff a bit leaner, they'd be While some high income recipients made their money primarily through salaries, for many, million dollar salaries were chump change, dwarfed by earnings from stock options or restricted shares that gave them ownership claims on the firm or by bonuses paid as incentive pay. When the firm's share price rises, the owners of the options and shares benefit even if the price rise was due to factors outside their control. After the 9-11 stock market crash, some firms gave out new options at the abnormally low market prices, which paid off handsomely when the market recovered. In general, when share prices fall and drive options "under water" boards of directors give out new options at the low prices to "reincentivize" executives. At the top of the income distribution, the IRS reports that the 400 persons with the highest adjusted gross income earned 10% of all capital gains, and 4% of interest, and 4% of dividends in 2007. vi Great ways to make a living if you can get it.
The implosion of Wall Street and ensuing recession affected the entire economy. The federal government bailed out the banks with TARP moneys. The Federal Reserve loaned 1.2 trillion dollars to the banks to help them recapitalize. The Obama Administration's stimulus package -tax cuts, support of state and local governments, and spending initiatives -helped the economy recover while adding to the federal deficit. But just as the gains from the economic growth had gone disproportionately to a small number, the gains from the recovery went disproportionately to a small number. Firms gave out options at low share prices when the stock market was weak, which allowed executives to clean up in market that owed its recovery to the bailout and stimulus. On the day the Reconnecting to Work conference began, USA Today reported that CEO pay had jumped 27% in 2010 under the headline "CEO pay soars while worker pay stalls".
vii But while executive pay and corporate profits recovered smartly, there was virtually no recovery in the job market. And the recession-induced deficits in the public sector produced cutbacks in government employment and spending with threats of more to come.
The resilience of the grinches
How the Grinch Stole Christmas ends when the Whos overcome their disappointment at the stolen Christmas stockings, presents, and cookies, and join hands to celebrate Christmas because
Christmas meant more to them than material goods bought in a store. This behavior shocked the Grinch to a born-again moment. Seuss reports the event:
… in Who-ville they say
That the Grinch's small heart grew three sizes that day"
Given the physiological problems of tripling even a small interior organ, note that Seuss does Lorax. This is the only Seuss book that puts economic behavior at the heart of the story. It is a dark grim tale of how the entrepreneurial Once-ler found a way to turn Truffula trees into Thneeds, "which everyone, EVERYONE, EVERYONE needs!" Crazy with greed, the Once-ler pushed production to the point where it destroyed the environment, destroyed every Truffula tree, turned the land into a horrific rustbelt of empty factories and buildings fallen apart, with "no more work to be done." Sadly, the book displays only the Once-ler's green hands and beady eyes so whether the Once-ler looks more like Gordon Gekko or Mr. Madoff or --name your favorite or least favorite Wall Street banker -I do not know. My guess is that the Once-ler is in the grinch family, but I could be wrong.
I did a Google search to find out more about the Grinch after its Christmas epiphany. 
The Way Forward: Hortonomics
There is another side to the economics of Dr. Seuss -a positive message that economists of every political stripe find particularly appealing. This is the story of investment in Horton Hatches the Egg. Recall, if you will, the situation. Mayzie a lazy bird has laid an egg and wants someone to replace her atop the nest so she can have a "short" holiday. She inveigles Horton to sit on the egg -not an easy task for a huge elephant -but he fixes the tree branch to hold him until Mayzie returns. Horton sits on the egg through Summer, Autumn, Winter, and Spring while Mayzie does not appear. Seuss reports that she was partying in Palm Beach, but I heard that she was actually at the Cayman Islands with the corporate Grinches who find the tax haven more profitable than building job-creating businesses. If only we had her Twitters to resolve the issue. In any case, Horton kept sitting on the Egg, repeating the motif that we all know so well.
"I meant what I said, and I said what I meant ….
An elephant's faithful -one hundred percent."
Hunters capture Horton and sell him, the tree and the egg to a circus, which sees money-making potential in an elephant hatching an egg in a tree. It charges ten cents a peek. Sellers of securities who are faithful to their clients instead of betting against them. Management and employees working cooperatively with both sides knowing that they will divide the resultant profits.
Consumers who can trust their bank to apply payments to reduce their debt to the debt with the highest interest and so on.
In the tradition of attaching names to economic policies -the New Deal, the Fair Deal, Reagonomics, Clintonomics -I propose that policies to reverse the trend in inequality and restore full employment be labeled Hortonomics. At the conference I laid out as one specific policy that would fit the Horton label. This was to modify Section 162m of the tax code, which allowed firms to deduct incentive pay but not salaries over $1M as a cost of business by limiting the deduction to incentive plans that cover all workers. xiii Currently firms cannot deduct health and retirement plans as costs of business unless all workers are covered, so this would extend a practice that applies to those forms of non-salary compensation to incentive pay. The purpose of the proposal is to increase the proportion of American workers who benefit from their firms' economic performance and their share of that performance, and thus reconnect the real earnings of workers to economic growth.
I also noted that during the Great Recession, firms in most OECD countries adapted worksharing policies that traded lower productivity to save jobs while firms in the US did the opposite, shedding workers so rapidly that productivity increased at record levels. xiv In developing countries also, policies were also shifting in favor of workers. Brazil and other Latin American countries raised minimum wages, used tax moneys from the wealthy to fund education and transfer programs for the poor, and experienced both falling inequality and increased economic growth. Perhaps most telling, China adopted a policy of strengthening unions and labor laws to fight inequality.
But while Hortonomics had traction in other countries, it seemed outside US political discourse, which was focused on cutting the federal deficit, and where many viewed discussion of inequality as Now that the American Whos have spoken and the country has begun to listen to their concerns I am more optimistic than I was at the Reconnecting to Work Conference that the US will come out of Wall Street's financial implosion and the Great Recession with reforms that will restore full employment and prosperity for all citizens. I hope that economics and social science and policy analysis more broadly is up to the task of developing efficient programs to help attain this goal.
